EATLP Annual Congress – Lausanne 2002

Timetable of the session of Friday, 7 June 2002

08:30 – 09:30 Congress registration

09:30 – 09:45 Opening by the Chairman of the EATLP
Prof. Dr. J. Manfred Mössner

Welcome from the hosting University
Prof. Dr. Jean-Marc Rivier

Brief introduction by the Congress Chairman
Prof. Dr. Kees van Raad, Chairman Academic Committee

Discussion conference subject ‘Tax competition in Europe’

09:45 – 10.30 General Report
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Schön

10:30 – 11:15 Comments on the General Report
Prof. Dr. Alain Steichen

11:15 – 11:45 Break

11.45 – 12.00 Observations from an EC perspective
Matthias Mors

12:00 – 13:00 Plenary discussion

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch

14.00 – 14.30 Observations from an OECD perspective
Prof. Hugh Ault

Statement on taxation of private savings
Prof. dr Robert Waldburger

14.30 – 15.15 Plenary discussion

15.15 – 15:45 Break

15.45 – 16.15 Statement on the economics of tax competition
Prof. Ian Roxan

Statement on tax competition and state aid law
Prof. dr Augusto Fantozzi

16.15 – 17.00 Plenary discussion